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ROY MORGAN LAUNCHES SECTIONAL 
READERSHIP MEASURE 

Michele Levine, CEO Roy Morgan Research 
Roy Morgan today launched an exciting new readership measure for publishers, agencies 
and advertisers – the Roy Morgan Sectional Readership measure which for the first time 
provides detailed and intimate knowledge of exactly what parts of the Newspaper are 
actually read – and by whom – and how engaged the readers are with each newspaper 
section. 
Newspapers in Australia are in a substantially better position than in the United States or any other 
country – and we believe the relative success of newspapers is at least in part due to the Roy 
Morgan measurement system that enables Australian newspapers to demonstrate their power as a 
channel to consumers. 

With the new Roy Morgan sectional reading and engagement data: 

• Newspaper readers are now the most deeply understood audience of any main media. 

• Newspaper sections can now take their rightful place in integrated marketing campaigns. 

• Newspaper can now be conceived of as a series of sections – so newspaper sections can 
now be used as a repertoire of opportunities to communicate rather than just one. 
 

The 22 Sections covered by Sectional Readership 
The sectional reading measurement tracks 22 newspaper sections/topics including News, Sport, 
Editorial & Opinion, Letters to the Editor, Business, Personal Finance, Celebrities & Social, 
Holidays & Travel, Eating, Drinking & Dining, Home Interiors, Gardening, Health & Wellbeing, 
Fashion & Beauty, TV Listings & Reviews, Movie Listings & Reviews, Art, Music & Book 
Reviews, Cars & Motoring, Computers & IT, Home Entertainment & Electronics, Real Estate & 
Property, Careers & Employment and Racing/ Form Guides. 
 

For further information: 
Michele Levine:  Office +61 3 9224 5215    Mobile +61 411 129 093 

   William Burlace: Office +61 3 9224 5288  Mobile +61 401 144 713 
Gary Morgan:     Office +61 3 9224 5213     Mobile +61 411 129 094 

 

http://www.roymorgan.com/


Sections by proportion of men and women 
 
One way of understanding the gender differences of the different section audiences is to look 
at the relative proportions of men versus women for each section as the table below shows. 
 
The top five sections by highest proportion of Women readers are: 
 

1. Fashion & Beauty 
2. Health & Wellbeing 
3. Home Interiors 
4. Celebrities & Social 
5. Eating, Drinking & Dining 

 
 
The top five sections by highest proportion of Men readers are: 
 

1. Cars & Motoring 
2. Computers & IT 
3. Racing/ Form guide 
4. Business 
5. Home Entertainment & Electronics 

 
 
Sections: proportion of Men vs Women (all papers) 
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•50,000 face-to-face interviews (largest sample in Western world) 


•Questions to produce accurate, believable,  independentreadership figures 


(incorporating hard copy and online readership  -plus mobile phone later this year) 


•360°media measurement with sensible relativities  in the same survey (not fusion) 


•Accurate multimediareach and frequency via ASTEROID for advertising 


campaign scheduling


•World’s deepest, broadest targeting and segmentation data 


•Deep industry-standard product data


•Monthly results to publishers (quarterly  ‘currency’data releases to agencies) 


•Specially developed world class software (ASTEROID) to manage simple 


analysis, segmentation, complex diagnostics and scheduling  -from beginning to 


end


Roy Morgan Research


-World’s Best Practice






ROY MORGAN LAUNCHES SECTIONAL READERSHIP MEASURE

Michele Levine, CEO Roy Morgan Research

Roy Morgan today launched an exciting new readership measure for publishers, agencies and advertisers – the Roy Morgan Sectional Readership measure which for the first time provides detailed and intimate knowledge of exactly what parts of the Newspaper are actually read – and by whom – and how engaged the readers are with each newspaper section.

Newspapers in Australia are in a substantially better position than in the United States or any other country – and we believe the relative success of newspapers is at least in part due to the Roy Morgan measurement system that enables Australian newspapers to demonstrate their power as a channel to consumers.

With the new Roy Morgan sectional reading and engagement data:


· Newspaper readers are now the most deeply understood audience of any main media.


· Newspaper sections can now take their rightful place in integrated marketing campaigns.


· Newspaper can now be conceived of as a series of sections – so newspaper sections can now be used as a repertoire of opportunities to communicate rather than just one.

The 22 Sections covered by Sectional Readership


The sectional reading measurement tracks 22 newspaper sections/topics including News, Sport, Editorial & Opinion, Letters to the Editor, Business, Personal Finance, Celebrities & Social, Holidays & Travel, Eating, Drinking & Dining, Home Interiors, Gardening, Health & Wellbeing, Fashion & Beauty, TV Listings & Reviews, Movie Listings & Reviews, Art, Music & Book Reviews, Cars & Motoring, Computers & IT, Home Entertainment & Electronics, Real Estate & Property, Careers & Employment and Racing/ Form Guides.


For further information:


Michele Levine:  Office +61 3 9224 5215    Mobile +61 411 129 093

   William Burlace:
Office +61 3 9224 5288 
Mobile +61 401 144 713

Gary Morgan:     Office +61 3 9224 5213     Mobile +61 411 129 094


Sections by proportion of men and women

One way of understanding the gender differences of the different section audiences is to look at the relative proportions of men versus women for each section as the table below shows.


The top five sections by highest proportion of Women readers are:


1. Fashion & Beauty


2. Health & Wellbeing


3. Home Interiors


4. Celebrities & Social


5. Eating, Drinking & Dining


The top five sections by highest proportion of Men readers are:


1. Cars & Motoring


2. Computers & IT


3. Racing/ Form guide


4. Business


5. Home Entertainment & Electronics


Sections: proportion of Men vs Women (all papers)



Welcome,

Pleased to see clients and friends, publishers, agencies and advertisers.


Introduce – 


Howard Seccombe – Head of Client Services


William Burlace – Head of Media Services


George Pesutto – Publishers


Michael Duncan – Agencies


Lisa Meunier – Media Director


Peter Milthorpe – Media Director


For us today is the culmination of many years of work:


· Newspapers in Australia today are in a substantially better position than in the US or any other country;


· Our readership survey has stood the test of time;


· We have finally reached accord on sectional readership;


We are proud that Australian Print Readership measurement is World Class, and believe the relative success of newspapers is at least in part due to measurement systems that enable them to demonstrate their power as a channel to consumers.


So the survey is World Class

· read 



*nowhere in the world has a readership survey achieved multiple industry currency status.
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World Class must evolve – newspapers are transforming
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Newspapers are transforming: 2001  -2011


(print edition)


*Source –Roy Morgan Single Source 12m to March 2001 + March 2010
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*Source –Roy Morgan Single Source 12m to March 2001 + March 2010


Newspapers are transforming: 2001  -2011


(print + online)




So must our measurement currency.


The Roy Morgan Readership Survey is a story of evolution.


The data collected continues to evolve.
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Growth of media measurement in Australia


by Roy Morgan Research




The software continues to evolve
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•Print Optimiser 


•Cinema Scheduling 


•WebScheduler 


•Radio Scheduling


•ASTEROID 5


•Item Count Filter 


•Media Reach Index 


•Charting for Profiler 


•Cluster Analysis 


•Correspondence Analysis 


•Nesting Tables 


•New Formatting Capabilities 


ASTEROID software developments




And the methodology evolves.


The evolution continues, and coming soon we have:


· WAM – truly hybrid measure fully integrated with Roy Morgan Single Source


· B2B


· Magazine ‘Quality of Reading’


· Digital TV measures


· Mobile advertising


· Downloading apps


But today we are here to talk about sectional readership – and as I said earlier today is the culmination of many years’ work.

Without ‘looking back’ too much, let me just say sectional readership has been more difficult and political than the GST or internet access in China.  John Hewson lost election over GST, but it had to be done – maybe one day we will see an open China but today we have sectional readership.

In 2004 we published ‘It’s Time’.  This paper co-authored by Greg Hywood and William Burlace recommending publishers seize the opportunity to measure sections and be ahead of the game.


I think Greg Hywood saw early on the power that would be unleashed by sectional data.  For various reasons the time wasn’t right – it wasn’t time.


We are now delighted that after some two years working with the industry the time is finally right.


Since 2009, following a meeting with the MFA which called for a tripartite approach to the evolution of media measurement we have had a series of meetings of the Readership Research Forum – agencies, publishers and researchers.

One of the key areas of consultation was the measurement of newspaper sections or topics – another was engagement.  Senior agency people as well as publishers have put in substantial work to give suggestions and feedback on concepts and to trial beta versions of the databases and provide valuable feedback and practical suggestions.


We believe – and we hope you will too – that a detailed understanding of sectional reading has created a raft of opportunities for publishers, and those who want to communicate with newspaper audiences.


It is time – hand to William to explain the ‘how’…


· With the new sectional reading and engagement data newspaper readers are now the most deeply understood audience of any main media.


· Newspaper sections can now take their rightful place in integrated marketing campaign.


· Once a newspaper is conceived of as a series of sections – it becomes a repertoire of opportunities to communicate rather than just one.


Thank you all for coming and thank you especially to all who have worked with us to create and shape this fabulous initiative.
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